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FOREWORD
With the advent of digital and mobile phone cameras and
a multitude of online platforms on which to post images,
photography has become ubiquitous. Everyone with a phone
has the capacity to take and share thousands of images that
can be seen by potentially millions of viewers. Today we count
online likes and accept that as an expression of artistic and
aesthetic value. However, this current practice does not a
photographer make.
Historically, photography was known and practiced by
comparatively few people committed to the newly developing
art form. These photographers developed a new form of
aesthetic and critical appreciation, with some of the most
highly regarded taking to the streets to capture the life and
times of people going about their daily lives. In this way,
photographs captured a transient moment in time, offering an
incomplete but palpable suggestion of the story behind the
image, a record that lives beyond that moment.
Anne Zahalka, one of Australia’s most highly regarded photomedia artists, is a contemporary embodiment of these early
photographers.
Inspired by images of her mother as a young woman on the
streets of Europe, Anne’s street photography-based work
re-examines and brings new insights into the candid moments
of people doing everyday, mundane things.
In the exhibition SNAPPED! Street Photography in the
Illawarra, Anne brings new life to human action in the streets,
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recontextualising the concept of the “decisive moment”—
coined by famed early photographer Henri Cartier-Bresson—
by restaging these early scenes of people going about their
business with their descendants today.

“Revisiting these historical images provides a way of
reframing the past, prompting a deeper reflection on
our forebears, the differences that separate us and the
similarities that bind us. While we may stand in the place
where our ancestors stood, witnessing the city’s everchanging nature, these portraits are a way of keeping their
memory alive and indelibly etched in the city’s psyche.” 1.
We would like to thank Anne for her passion and dedication
in undertaking a long period of research and community
engagement to access these historic photographs over the
past two years, particularly with COVID disrupting so much of
our daily lives. We would also like to thank artist Sam St Jon,
who has assisted Anne during this project and whose work
also appears in the exhibition. A sincere thank you also to
Jenny McConchie and the Local Studies Library team for their
research assistance with the project.
We hope the exhibition will intrigue, engage, and delight you.
John Monteleone
Gallery Program Director
1. Quote from interview for Street Photography, Museum of Sydney, 2018.
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In the streets of Wollongong today there is in
every pocket or hand a phone, and in every phone
a camera. Each of those cameras bristles with
algorithm, filters, programmed tweaks, and readily
connects to a host of social media potentials that
can make the images very public indeed.
We now live on the planet of the ‘selfie’: that
most choreographed portrait photography of all
where a day out in town can become a vehicle for
accumulating more staged photographs.
Photographic street portraits made in Wollongong
in the mid decades of the 20th Century form the
imagery within Anne Zahalka’s exhibition Snapped!.
At a glance these photographs seem light years
away from our contemporary context.

John ‘Jack’ Shumack (right) with best friend,
Fred Vause, Crown Street 1940
[AZSPW_0166]
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Sought for this project from Illawarra locals,
the images were originally taken by commercial
street photographers operating in Wollongong.
These photographs have been collected, examined
and reconfigured by celebrated contemporary
photo-media artist Anne Zahalka.
The enterprise of street photography became a
global phenomenon in the 1930s with the advent
of reliable handheld cameras, along with roll film.
Intended originally as keepsake prints that primarily
documented a day out in town, street snapshots
became a popular and inexpensive service. The
highly competitive street photographers developed
a knack for catching people in their ‘best town
clothes’. Young couples were particularly targeted,
grandmothers with grandchildren, anyone with
a baby, soldiers and sailors, lads out for a stroll,
women in their finery. The photographers would
pass on their business card and hope for a sale. In

Alison Hunter (née Fielding) (left) with daughter in-law Jean
Hunter (née Mitchell), grandson Billy and granddaughter
Elizabeth, Crown Street, c1940s
[AZSPW_0210]
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the Great Depression years in Australia, the practice
of street photography blossomed as a way a making
a ‘quid’. By the 1940s and ‘50s street photographers
had become thick on the ground in the larger cities,
increasingly making their way beyond town centres
to beaches, parks and outside of churches. They
were considered by some municipal authorities
to be an over-aggressive or intrusive civic hazard.
For the subjects of the street portraits, the exercise
veered somewhere between flattery and public
nuisance, depending on the mood and situation,
but there was always the promise of a well-made
and lasting postcard-sized print. In Snapped! we
encounter images of Wollongong pedestrians,
some stopped and semi-posed, others in full stride a genuinely candid and fleeting exchange between
photographer and subject.

Mavis Shaw (right) and friend, Crown Street, 8 December 1945

[AZSPW_0067]
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Perhaps only truly superseded by the automatic
photo booth, street portrait photographic prints
remain held in thousands of family collections
across the country and beyond. Sometimes they
form a memento of one’s childhood, or perhaps
the only archived image of a lost relative.
Rendered and remembered in monochrome, in the
background of these photographs is Wollongong
itself. 1950s Crown Street looks for all the world like
the very centre of town, a place to be and perhaps
to be seen? Busy and bustling with hats and gloves,
neatly pressed trousers and overcoats: images of
purpose, pleasure, connection, duty and industry.
The town’s built environment may have grown in
size, but pictured here mid-century, there is a sense
of monumentality and apposite scale.

Engaged couple Janet Wright and James (Jim) Primmer,
Crown St Wollongong c1957
[AZSPW_099]
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With Zahalka’s intervention, what were originally
created to become private photographic archives,
have become public again. Each image is of course
still loaded with unique personal stories, but in
the context of this exhibition every snapshot also
demonstrates the power of the still image to
generate a new narrative for the viewer. Within
her celebrated body of work, which has explored
and interrogated the photographic portrait in all its
manifestations, Zahalka is not only interested in the
faces of the subjects, but also the details of clothing,
stance and gestures. In Snapped! she incisively, yet
respectfully collects and re-configures these details.

Dorothy Quinn (née Clark) with sister Anne Narbeth,
Crown Street, Wollongong, 1951
Photo: J Hutchison Wollongong
[AZSPW_ 0055]
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Anne, who now spends much of her time based
in the Illawarra, is in part motivated by her own
family collection of street photographs; particularly
those of her migrant parents and lost family in
Europe. From this personal connection comes an
understanding of the significance carried by an
image of an individual in a moment of time, in a
certain place, in certain company. It has driven
the artist’s earnest commitment to this unique,
vernacular subgenre of photographic history,
and her desire to connect with communities,
past and present.
Ross Heathcote

Robert ‘Bobby’ Learmonth (left) with a friend
at North Wollongong Beach, late 40’s
[AZSPW_0230]
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Two unidentified
men on Crown
Street, Wollongong,
1940s
Photo: J. Smith,
Corrimal
[AZSPW_0001]

Dorothy Quinn
(née Clark)
with sister
Anne Narbeth,
Crown Street,
Wollongong, 1951
Photo: J Hutchison
Wollongong

AZSPW_0097

AZSPW_0055

AZSPW_0001

[AZSPW_0055]

David Lewis (age
20) with his friend
Ron Batley (right),
Crown Street,
Wollongong, 1943
Photo: M___o
Studios 276 Crown
Street, Wollongong
AZSPW_0128

AZSP_0107

AZSPW105

[AZSPW105]

Joan Barwise (nee
Simpson), on left,
and life long friend
Betty Robinson (nee
O’ Neil) on Crown
Street, Wollongong,
c1943

Lorna Rhodanthe
James (née
Donann), on left,
with her sister,
Gwendoline
Anne Piazza (née
Donann), Crown
Street, Wollongong,
c1955

[AZSPW_0097]

Colin Critcher
(aged 16) with
his brother (right)
Alfred (aged 19)
on Crown Street,
Wollongong,
c1952-53
[AZSPW_0128]

[AZSP_0107]

Patrick Mulhall
(right) and his mate
Lenny Bowman,
Crown Street,
Wollongong, c1940
[AZSPW_0271]

[AZSPW_0194]
AZSPW_0286

AZSPW_0271

AZSPW_0194
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Bessie Irvine
(aged 19) and
her younger
sister, Barbara
(aged 13) on
Crown Street,
Wollongong, 1942
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Giulia and Gina
Borgo on Crown
Street, Wollongong,
1939
[AZSPW_0286]

Three unidentified
women on Crown
Street, Wollongong,
1960s
Photo: J. Hutchison
[AZSPW_0004]

Maria Dalla Pozza
(right) with friends,
Flora Pilati and Ida
Fiumini outside
Green’s Newsagency,
Wollongong, 1950s

Patricia Mostyn
(neé Hanley) with
her friends (on
left), Crown Street,
Wollongong, late
1940s

Photo: Black and white
photos

[AZSPW_0035]

AZSPW_0035

AZSPW_0034

AZSPW_0004

[AZSPW_0034]

Eve Franks (left)
with her Aunty
Dinny (middle) and
mother Cornelia
Kind (right), Crown
Street Wollongong,
1950s

Eileen Morgan
(neé Jay) with
friends horse
riding in Hyde Park,
Sydney, 1944
[AZSPW_0088]

[AZSPW_0041]

[AZSPW_0176]

AZSPW_0176

AZSPW_0088

AZSPW_0041

Patricia Winter
(centre) with Beryl
Gibson and Helen
Wells (right) on
Crown Street,
Wollongong, c1950
[AZSPW_0241]

Dorothy Caldwell
(middle) with
friends Maureen
and Nettie Combs
(right), Crown
Street, Wollongong,
1940s
[AZSPW_0283]

Dorothy Learmonth
(Nee Caldwell),
from left, Rita
Todd (nee
Masters, centre),
Reena Bonchato,
Wollongong, 1945
Photo: J C Martin
[AZSPW_0306]

AZSPW_0306

AZSPW_0283

AZSPW_0241
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Rene Goodfellow
(left) Beryl
Meredith and
Beattie Powell
(right) on Crown
Street, Wollongong,
1949
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Thank you to the residents of the Illawarra who rallied to the
call, offering their cherished street photos and sharing family
memories for this project. Bringing this dispersed archive to
the public is a way of connecting to this unique photographic
history, and to the people and streets of our past. The
resultant digital archive of street photographs will be held in
the collections of Wollongong City Libraries in perpetuity.
Local photographer, Sam St Jon, has joined me to create a
contemporary counterpart to the historical street portraits,
capturing today’s residents in the original locations. Revisiting
these early photographs and settings with members of the
Illawarra community through a contemporary lens, Sam
reflects on how the region and its locals present themselves
on the streets today.
This project would not have been possible without the support
of many, including the people at Wollongong Art Gallery and the
Wollongong City Libraries, Local Studies Section, particularly,
Librarian Jenny McConchie. My appreciation to Ross Heathcote
for his thoughtful reflections on these vernacular photographs
and to Craig O’Brien, master retoucher who oversaw the
enlargement of hundreds of tiny pictures files for this exhibition.
Special thanks go to Belinda Hungerford for her initial research
on street photography and establishing the very reliable
[AZSP] cataloguing system, to Holly Schulte for overseeing its
management and to the Tawfik Elgazzar for technical support.
I honestly couldn’t have done it without you all.
– AZ
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